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• Mentoring Program
• Operation Laura and Hywel

OGCEYOD was at the spotlight of this year’s celebration of the world AIDS day.
The preparation marking the
celebrations started a week
earlier. The staffs and members of OGCEYOD had countless meetings to determine
the strategies that will be
used to celebrate the event.
A number of methods were
proposed but the members
were more concerned about
teaching people about AIDS
in a way that drives home
the message without taking

• Environmental Watch: Reloaded
• Atlantic Spelling Bee

is worthy of note that church
street where the activity took
place is at the center of the
Town and a meeting point for
all the sex workers in Limbe.

EVEN MEN DEMONSTRATED HOW THE USE
OF THE FEMALE CONDOM IS BEING USED

THE CITY OF LIMBE CELEBRATES WITH DISABLED PERSONS

• Easter Village Youth Camp

The city of Limbe was hit by
storm during this year’s international celebration for persons with disabilities. This
year which marks the 20th
edition was dubbed :
The occasion was organized
by the Ministry of Social Affaires and The Limbe Handicap Association (LIHA) in collaboration with OGCEYOD
DISABILITY IS NOT INABILITY

away the fun. After so
many hours of deliberations, it was accepted
that a “kiosk” (a mobile
stand) be put at the
center of the town.
Here a mega phone will
be used to educate the
public about the disease. Women and men
will be taught how to
use the female condoms and after that,
they will be given time
to try how to use it on
an artificial vagina. Successful people will be
given prices, free male
and female condoms. It

Cameroon. The ceremony was held at the
Delegation for Social
Affaires Limbe in the
Presence of the Divisional Officer of Limbe
I, the mayor of Limbe II
council and the chief of
Social Center Mrs.
Efange. Before the occasion started, all the
handicaps did a tricy-

cle parade around the city of
Limbe demonstrating to the
world the essence of this day
to them and the community.
As the celebration continued,
a welcome speech was given
by the president of LIHA Mr.
Mickey who enumerated the
benefits that society owes to
he handicap persons.
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OGCEYOD Celebrates World AIDS Day in Grand Style : Continuation

The activity proper started at
7 pm on December 1st 2011
at church street Limbe.
Members of OGCEYOD arrive
the venue and started cleaning the “kiosk”. Condoms
and posters of HIV/AIDS
were put on the stand to give
onlookers an idea of what is
going on. Members of the
public seemed shy and unin-

terested at first but when
Mr. Asaah, the programs
Director of OGCEYOD began educating and calling on members of the
public to come and learn,
a crowd gathered. Unfortunately, in the beginning, only men came to
learn about the female
condom. Women shy

away so the Director of OGCEYOD led some members
of his team into the street
where the sex workers lived
and brought them out to
learn. A few courageous ladies made their entrance
into the “kiosk” and this encouraged their colleagues
to do same. By 9pm, the
kiosk was over crowded

with both men and women
who were very eager to learn
and ask questions. The celebration ended at 10pm with
members of OGCEYOD moving into popular bars and
streets to distribute the last
condoms that were still left.
It was indeed a wonderful
event as it gave not only the
passer bys an exciting experience but also the staffs

of OGCEYOD. We learned
how little things can trigger the interest of people.

ning to understand that we do
not stigmatize them. We come
in peace extending a hand of
friendship to them. We are
keeping our fingers crossed as
we hope to get funding that will
take some of these girls off the
stress.

Worthy of note is the fact
that this activity goes a long
way to cement the good relation ship that OGCEYOD has
established with the female
sex workers in the Limbe
municipality. This is because,
they immediately responded
to our call. They are begin-

WORLD HANDICAP DAY
He also outlined the challenges
that they faced at home and in
the community. He continued by
encouraging and applauding the

work that the social affaires
is doing in their personal
lives and the association as
a whole. He stressed on the
impact of stigmatization on
their person. This stigmatization according to him is a

CONT

major impediment to
their reproductive capacity as it relegates them to
the background at the
level of employability in
Government and private
sector. This has forced
many of the handicaps to
be self employed but the
y still face the same challenge as most people in

KOKO LUMA DEMONSTRATING THE
USE OF FEMALE CONDOM

The global HIV/AIDS
epidemic is an
unprecedented crisis that
requires an unprecedented
response. In particular it
requires solidarity -between the healthy and
the sick, between rich and
poor, and above all,
between richer and poorer
nations. We have 30 million
orphans already. How many
more do we have to get, to
wake up?"
Kofi Annan

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

the society avoid buying
their products. He called on
all members of the community to support them .

• Fundraiser
• Accountant
• Program Officers (4)
• Communication Officer
Internship opportunities are also
available. Summit your motivation
Letter and CV to the Director of
Administration and Finance through
the email: ogceyod@yahoo.com
or Contact the Nº: +237 33 07 66 37
or +237 77 14 38 94 for any
inquiries.
You can also contact us by post using
the address below:

MEETING WITH THE MEM-

P.O. BOX 1006, LIMBE
SOUTH WEST REGION
CAMEROON
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EDITORIAL: OGCEYOD’S VOICE

It is with renewed joy and
profound gratitude, we converge to you the most recent
developments that time,
space and grace has permitted us to impact in our community and beyond. As this
year comes to an end, we
bring to you the last edition of
Evolution 2011. In this edition, you will find out how

little gestures makes life
worth living for some people as we celebrate
Christmas, reach out to
young female sex workers on World Aids Day
and more. As the name
implies, OGCEYOD and
everything around it has
evolved over the years.

Our attempt to work with
youths and women in our
community has met different euphoria. We
found joy, won the respect of intelligent people
and the affection of children, earned the appreciation of honest critics
and endured the betrayal
of false friends. We have

appreciated beauty and
found the best in others to
make the world a bit better. If
we rejoice today because our
commitments have redeemed
social conditions, we will love
for you to know that at least
one life has breathed easier
because you have lived and
helped us all through our
voyage. We realize now that
greatness comes not when

things go always good for
you. But the greatness
comes when you're really
tested, when you take
some knocks, some disappointments, when sadness comes. Because
only when you've been in
the deepest valley can
you ever know how magnificent it is to be on the
highest mountain. We will

keep you posted on our
plan of Action for 2012.
Merry Christmas and a
prosperous New Year.

Our strength at OGCEYOD lies in
Team Work

We all have a disability of some
kind; all are lacking in one way
or another. Saul has an injury to
his leg. What if his personality
was deformed? How much
worse if his soul was lame?
Preachers or teachers look for
the good in all of us. (Bless them
for doing so.) I don't see a
cripple. I haven't met anyone yet
who isn't handicapped in some
way. So what's the big deal?
Don't hide your deformity. Wear
it like a Purple Heart.

Donate to OGCEYOD

ELVIS WEPNGONG, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
HANDING EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS TO AN
ORPHAN

Feel free to donate to the realization
of our projects which are geared
towards addressing needs in our
communities. The title of some of
these projects are:

•

THE CITY OF LIMBE CELEBRATES WITH DISABLED PERSONS

Six members of the Limbe
Handicap Association received tricycles and wheel
chairs. This was a gift from
the Ministry of Social Affaires
through its partnership with
the Limbe City Council. It is
aimed to assist them go
about their daily activities
easily. The chief of the Social
Center Mrs. Efange told the
celebrants that more negotiations are being done at the
level of the Government to

send more tricycle to
them. She also called on
N.G.O that work with disabled persons to assist
the government in taking
care of these members of
the society.
One of the handicaps
gave every one a surprised when he presented a gift of graters to
the four ladies at the high
table. He told them that
because they have cho-

BROILER (TABLE BIRDS) PRODUCTION FOR INCOME GENERATION

•

REHABILITATION OF WOMEN AND

sen to give their support
SCHOOL DROPOUTS INTO FASHION
to handicaps, he is very
DESIGNING FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
proud to let them enjoy
the fruits of his labor. The • CAREER / JOB FAIR
women were very proud of
his initiative and they • TAKING LIBRARY MOBILE FOR A
SUSTAINABLE TOMORROW
called on other members
to follow his example and • REVAMPING THE COCOA SECTOR IN
avoid laziness. The occaTHE EKOMBE BONJI LOCALITY
sion ended with refreshYou can donate directly to:
ments.
A/C Nº 10029-00025-01011661207 32
Swift Code: ecoccmcx

Or contact us directly for a detail
project submission for funding.
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ONE DAY CONSULTATIVE MEETING ON RIO+20: BE TRUE, BE YOUNG, BE GREEN
The project Rio+20 target
the ideas of the youth for a
sustainable environment. It
is the young people and their
generations that will live in
this world in the years to
come. In order to overcome
the present dangers of our
planet, we need to be transparent. Corruption and economic interest should not

get in the way when we
try to preserve nature. An
environmentally friendly
mindset is central for all
our decisions. A one day
consultative meeting was
organized by OCEYOD.
Cameroon to get the
voice of the youths in
FAKO to get the voice of
Cameroonian youth for

the Rio+20 programs. The
Rio+20 is an upcoming
event that will take place in
Rio de Janeiro in June
2012. This is the United Nations conference on sustainable development. Next
Year’s event is intended to
record the greatest mobilization of youths

voices around the world. OGCEYOD Cameroon who recently made partners with
Peace Child International,
the organization in charge
of the Rio+20 programs decided to organize a one day
consultative meeting to inaugurate the event in Limbe.
The occasion had youths between the ages of 15-30
years. They were youths of

various works of life and
community. Represented
at the meeting were
youth representatives of
Non Governmental Organizations and civil societies, secondary
schools and universities,
environmental clubs, media and youths from the
Muslim community. . Integrating Muslim youths

into the program was a very
successful strategy because
the resolutions will be a
cross section of the society.
This one day consultative
meeting took place on November 12th 2011 at the
Limbe Wild Life Center and
recorded over 50 participants. The one day ceremony was presided over by
the Divisional Delegate for

Rio+20 Empowering a greener
Tomorrow

The air, the water and the
ground are free gifts to
man and no one has the
power to portion them out
in parcels. Man must drink
and breathe and walk and
therefore each man has a
right to his share of each.

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

youth Affaires for the South
West Region, Mr. Mbua. In
his welcome speech, the
delegate Divisional Delegate
for youth Affaires for the
South West Region, Mr.
Mbua. In his welcome
speech, the delegate congratulated OGCEYOD for the
initiative and applauded the
youths for taking out time to
make their contributions for

the future. He was optimistic about the whole
idea and asked that
analysis from the questionaires were to be
chanelled to his office.
The Director of OGCEYOD, Mr. Elvis
Wepngong on his part,
expressed his joy at the
massive turnout of the
youth despite the short

notice. Four major presentations were done on that
day.

• Fundraiser
• Accountant
• Program Officers (4)
• Communication Officer
Internship opportunities are also
available. Summit your motivation
Letter and CV to the Director of
Administration and Finance through
the email: ogceyod@yahoo.com
or Contact the Nº: +237 33 07 66 37
or +237 77 14 38 94 for any
inquiries.
You can also contact us by post using
the address below:
P.O. BOX 1006, LIMBE
SOUTH WEST REGION
CAMEROON

CrossCross-section of participants
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ONE DAY CONSULTATIVE MEETING ON RIO+20: BE TRUE, BE YOUNG, BE GREEN; Continue
These power point presentations were very interactive as
both the participants and presenters both took turns in the
question/answer sessions. The
first presentation was done by
Mr. Assaah Gideon, the project
Director of OGCEYOD Cameroon.
His presentation was titled:
Population, Human Development and the Economy. It focused on population growth and

its effect on the distribution
of natural resources. The
height of his presentation
was the cartoon of a man
carrying the population of
the world on his head. This
angry man symbolizes the
earth and the increasing
population on its surface.
The man is strained because of the high population growth and the con-

stant effects human activities on the sustainability of
the environment. The second
presentation for the day was
tagged: Environmental
Trends (Atmosphere, climate
change, forest, water and
biodiversity), presented by
Mr. Tanda Godwin of EPDA
(Environmental Protection
and Development Association).

19 years ago, the earth looked happier

Show me a healthy community
with a healthy economy and I
will show you a community that

From his presentation, the lesson that was passed out to the
participants was that Our modern industrial economy takes a
mountain covered with trees,
lakes, running streams and
transforms it into a mountain of
junk, garbage, slime pits, and
debris. He ended his presentation by calling on the world to
get in action so that together we
can all go green.The third presentation was done by Mr. Gleen

John of the Limbe Wildlife
Center .
He also presented on Environmental Trends but this
time around, he forcused
more on Plants and animals
and the impact of human
activities on them.
The last presentation of the
day was given by Mr.Basil
Azefor of Asyoused
(Assembly for youths for a
sustainable environment

has its green infrastructure in

and development His presentation tackled the aspect
of Energy, Industry,

order and understands the
relationship between the built
and the un built environment.

Donate to OGCEYOD
Feel free to donate to the realization
of our projects which are geared
towards addressing needs in our
communities. The title of some of
these projects are:
Arnold Koum a student of the University

•

BROILER (TABLE BIRDS) PRODUCTION FOR INCOME GENERATION

Transportation, Tourism and
Technology. At the end of the
day, all participants deliberated
on the presentations and filled
the questionnaires that was
given to them and after all participants went in for refreshments contented with the fact
that they have all empowered
youths for a greener tomorrow.
The staffs and members of OGCEYOD later on had a radio talk
over the ocean city radio in view

of the just ended consultative meeting. This wasa further opportunity to keep the
public of Limbe informed on
what transpired during the
meeting. This will go a long
way to enable those who
were not there to benefit.
The next stage of the program was the analysis of
the questionnaires that
were collected during the
consultative meeting. The

assignment was headed by
two of our staffs, Koko Luma
Manga and Sharon Njie. After a week of Thorough
analysis, the entire staff had
a meeting to look into what
they have been doing.
Chaired by the Executive Director and other partners,
the final resolutions and recommendations were made.

•

REHABILITATION OF WOMEN AND
SCHOOL DROPOUTS INTO FASHION
DESIGNING FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

•

CAREER / JOB FAIR

•

TAKING LIBRARY MOBILE FOR A
SUSTAINABLE TOMORROW

•

REVAMPING THE COCOA SECTOR IN
THE EKOMBE BONJI LOCALITY

You can donate directly to:
A/C Nº 10029-00025-01011661207 32
Swift Code: ecoccmcx

Or contact us directly for a detail
project submission for funding.
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WHY VOLUNTEERING MATTERS: GIZ WEST AFRICAN SEMINAR IN CAMEROON
The GIZ Regional seminar for stake
holders in Central and West Africa
took place in Limbe, Cameroon from
the 21-25 of November 2011.
These programs are organized by
the German Government. Each year
young German Volunteers are sent
to different countries to volunteer
for a year. During this time they live
within the host country and learn the
culture of the people. OGCEYOD has
received two of these volunteers.
The first was Paula Menzel who was

the pioneer of the Read Beyond
Border Project. After a year of
working with the reading clubs
and the in Between magazine
for students, she was replaced
by our current German Volunteer Louisa Well who is currently
doing a marvelous job with the
clubs and the magazine. The
aim of this program was to examine the growth of the WELWARTS program sin Africa, analyze the role of young German

Volunteers in the alleviation of poverty in Cameroon as well as to handle the pressure from more civil
organizations to benefit from these
programs. The meeting started at
8:45am with a word from the GIZ
representative from Germany who
expressed her gratitude for being in
Cameroon. She thanked the partners and staff of GIZ for making the
program work in Africa and she
said that the forum will also be a
place for them to know our chal-

lenges. The Human Resource Manager, Regina Johnson of GIZ Cameroon then took the floor with the
same expression of gratitude. Sonja
B. the coordinator of the Volunteer
program then moderated the
“Getting to know each other” phase
of the program making the orientation sheet available to all participants. After this session which
ended at 10am, Andre Feze then
gave a rundown of the program
précising when certain activities will
take place like the coffee and
launch breaks, movements out of

the hotel and conference centre. This lasted 1omins and
participants then had 20mins
break before the Presentations
of the Weltwärts-programs of
the different countries.Julia
Gruzters and Augustin Hakizi-

administration, educational programs. Volunteers teaching English because there is a transition
since 94 from French to English.
So the weltwert volunteer support
Rwandan teachers and students
to learn English.

mana talked about the Weltwarts program in Rwanda.
They work from Kigali but visit
the rest of the weltwarts volunteers around the country three
times a year. Questions were
posed on volunteer lodging,
Rwandan Weltwart office and

The entire GIZ team, participants and
representatives visited the office a day
before the seminar was wrapped up to
see what the young woman has been
doing.. After having a close look at the
entire office, the team left with Louisa
and other members of OGCEYOD to
Saker Baptist College where Louisa
holds her reading club. Members of

• Fundraiser
• Accountant

the reading club were very excited
to have an audience for their
activities. They started with learning about the Millennium Development Goals. The girls were
really excited and bold. they gave
their opinions and analyzed the
current situation within the context of Cameroon.
They all had something to say
about each of the goals and they
also gave some recommendations that will be useful in the
implementation of each goal.

A volunteer is a person
who can see what others cannot see; who
can feel what most do
not feel. Often, such
gifted persons do not
think of themselves as
volunteers, but as citizens - citizens in the
fullest sense: partners
in civilization.

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

LOUISA’SVOLUNTEERING: THE PRIDE OF OGCEYOD

Following the GIZ conference for
West and Central Africa that took
place in Cameroon, the work of one of
our volunteers Louisa Well was a symbol of pride to the stake holders.

Visit to OGCEYOD project site

• Program Officers (4)
• Communication Officer

Louisa having her Read Club Meeting at Saker Baptist College

Internship opportunities are also
available. Summit your motivation
Letter and CV to the Director of
Administration and Finance through
the email: ogceyod@yahoo.com
or Contact the Nº: +237 33 07 66 37
or +237 77 14 38 94 for any
inquiries.
You can also contact us by post using
the address below:
P.O. BOX 1006, LIMBE
SOUTH WEST REGION
CAMEROON
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LOUISA’S VOLUNTERING: THE PRIDE OF OGCEYOD Cont
The session ended with the girls still
eager to continue with their discussions. The next item on the days program was the actual reading. The book
that is currently treated is Chinua
Achebe’s “ THINGS FALL APART”. It is a
typical African novel. Here each student
stands in front of he entire class and
read a section of the novel loud to every
one else. This activity gives them the
edge and boldness to do public speaking. After every section, Louisa asks
questions about the novel to the students. Their answers gives her an idea
of the students understanding of the

novel. This exercise has gone a long
way to help these student to learn
how t o read and do so loudly. They
have actually improved on their reading skills since the club began for this
academic year 2011-2012.

In Between Magazine meeting

The GIZ members had so many questions to Louisa and she was very glad
to reply them They were satisfied and
happy with the works that she is doing in Cameroon and so are the
members of OGCEYOD Cameroon.
All the

participants left Saker Baptist College feeling very happy with what
they saw. They also gave a list of
advice to Louisa that will help her
to better coordinate this reading
club.

Read Beyond Border Project

As the first term period is coming
to an end, all reading club members are preparing to go on holidays for their Christmas vacation.
Louisa and her members are making preparations towards the second term for the inter school quiz
that will be taking place.

Reaching out to sex worker on the World
Aids Day

Don't ever question the
value of volunteers. Noah's
Ark was built by volunteers;
the Titanic was built by professionals.
Volunteers are not paid -not because they are
worthless, but because
they are priceless.
Donate to OGCEYOD

Reaching out to sex worker on the
World Aids Day

Feel free to donate to the realization of our projects which are
geared towards addressing needs
in our communities. The title of
some of these projects are:

•

WHY VOLUNTEERING MATTERS: GIZ WEST AFRICAN SEMINAR IN CAMEROON

BROILER (TABLE BIRDS) PRODUCTION FOR INCOME GENERATION

•

REHABILITATION OF WOMEN AND

It is also very essential to
point out that volunteers also

teers work with partner or-

tions under which the program

ganizations in the following
domain, Rights of children,

operate and also to continue
these programs in Africa.

learn the local language from the
children. Tanja Dorn and ex-

women right, Next stop was

•

CAREER / JOB FAIR

posed on the weltwart program in

Benin with Silke Bahn and
Leandre Onikpo with 25 vol-

•

TAKING LIBRARY MOBILE FOR A

Togo giving statistics on the volunteers and partner organizations

unteers and 18 partners, and
4 weltwart workers in 2009,

•

with 10 volunteers – 11 partner
organization in 2009, 16 volun-

18 volunteer in 2011 with 5
weltwart workers. At the end

You can donate directly to:

teers / 13 partner organizations in

of the seminar, participants

2010 and 10 volunteers / 9 partner organization 2011. The volun-

called on the authorities to
ameliorate the current condi-

SCHOOL DROPOUTS INTO FASHION DESIGNING FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

SUSTAINABLE TOMORROW
REVAMPING THE COCOA SECTOR
IN THE EKOMBE BONJI LOCALITY

A/C Nº 10029-00025-01011661207
32
Swift Code: ecoccmcx

Or contact us directly for a detail

OGCEYOD’S CALENDAR
We are on the web!

www.ogceyodcameroon.webs.com

MONTH (2011)

ACTIVITY

JANUARY

Arrival of German volunteer Paula in
August 2010 for one year.

0GCEYOD

Be In Between project kicks off.
CARR STREET, NEWTOWN

FEBUARY

OGCEYOD/ASYOUSED launched the Inbetween .magazine for students.

MAY

OGCEYOD makes a donation to female
inmates of the Buea Central Prison.

JUNE

Celebrated the international day of the
African child.

B.P. 1006, LIMBE
SOUTH WEST REGION
CAMEROON
Phone: (+237) 33 07 66 37, 98911816
74 21 54 97
E-mail: ogceyod@yahoo.com

Visit to Bekondo village for Project
Assessment.
JULY

Environmental Watch debuts over the
Ocean City Radio, 88.5/106.6 MHZ.

AUGUST

OGCEYOD host students from the university of Buea on internship for one month.
The Women in Control project for commercial sex workers kicks off.
Arrival of Louisa Well.
Holiday workshop for children.

SEPTEMBER

Training on Freedom of the Press organized by the British High Commissioner.
OGCEYOD takes part in the University on
youths and Development Seminar in
Spain for the upcoming VAP project.

EDITORIAL BOARD
OGCEYOD makes history by introducing
glass marble at the FENASCO Games.

PUBLISHER:

National forum on Children vulnerability
and social protection.

OGCEYOD
DIRECTOR OF PUBLICATION

ELVIS WEPNGONG

OCTOBER

National program for the Care and Support to Orphans and vulnerable children

NOVEMBER

OGCEYOD holds a consultative meeting
for RIO+20.

DECEMBER

OGCEYOD celebrates world Aids day

EDITOR IN CHIEF

ELEH EDIE CECILE ETOKE
EDITOR
OGCEYOD CELEBRATES WORLD Handicap Day.

KONDA DELPHINE
CONTRIBUTIONS

STAFF OF OGCEYOD

JANUARY 2012

Meeting for PLAN OF ACTION for 2012.
Arrival of two British Volunteers for one
year.
EVS/VAP kicks off

